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his is where the rubber meets the road. What are the designers I hear 
speaking of when they talk of the nonstop proliferation of the "warehouse" 
mentality that is going on in our industry e.g. 1st dibs or Deering Hall and 
the "up start crow", DesignerInc.

Not that there is anything wrong with either strategy, but some designers 
are questioning what direction the process of buying is becoming, and 
so are the manufacturers—it's the SEARS, ROEBUCK CATALOGUE 
mentality... Maybe, we shall see.

Remember when there were records; that turned into tape. Then tape 
became CDs and now it's all zeros and ones. Places like Borders are 
epic. Tales of having coffee and reading all your favorite magazines. The 
Internet has turned some of the brick n mortor into dust. 

Could this eventually happen to manufacturers and showrooms? What 
are your thoughts?

This issue's FEATURES include, Glenn Gissler—a man of all seasons. We 
are favored by that wonderful kitchen designer Sarah Blank telling us the 
process of kitchen design. And the very talented team of Taylor & Taylor 
again amazes us with what can be done with a rehab. 

Not to be left out, each month L’OBJET shows the world's new products 
from the industry's smartest, talented companies and artisans.

Cultured Lifestyle features interiors and products that are at once
modern and timelessly elegant. Have fun with this issue and we'll see you 
on the Internet.

James Barra

t

http://robertkuo.com
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BRING RIZZOLI BOOKS HOME 
for the HOLIDAYS

Available wherever fine books are soldwww.Rizzoliusa.com

http://www.rizzoliusa.com
http://www.rizzoliusa.com
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All that we do at Truex is inspired by the 
fabulous traditions of American interior 
design that flourished in the middle part 
of the last century. We celebrate thinking 
that is proudly anti-minimalist, defiantly 
mid-century theatrical, and occasionally 
even baroque.

We want our clients’ guests to be 
entertained before the champagne ever 
fills a flute.

58-007 Lowell Grand Cabinet

Please contact your local showroom representative for 
more information.

Truex American Furniture Company
312.384.1074                  truexstyle.com
All designs are protected by copyright and the trademark laws of the U.S.

American Furniture Company

Good Design is Forever

All that we do at Truex is inspired by the 
fabulous traditions of American interior 
design that flourished in the middle part 
of the last century. We celebrate thinking 
that is proudly anti-minimalist, defiantly 
mid-century theatrical, and occasionally 
even baroque.

We want our clients’ guests to be 
entertained before the champagne ever 
fills a flute.

58-007 Lowell Grand Cabinet

Please contact your local showroom representative for 
more information.

Truex American Furniture Company
312.384.1074                  truexstyle.com
All designs are protected by copyright and the trademark laws of the U.S.

American Furniture Company

Good Design is Forever

http://truexstyle.com
http://truexstyle.com
http://truexstyle.com
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BLUESTOCKING

 
henri samuel By emily evans eerdmans

THIS BOOK RECORDS HENRI SAMUEL’S LIFE, 
his career, and the luxurious interiors he created 
for his clients and himself—rooms that look as 
fresh and alive today as they did when they 
were first arranged. It is a necessary addition 
to any design library.

This is the f i rst book dedicated to Henr i 
Samuel, considered one of the best French 
interior designers of the twentieth century and 
acclaimed for his mastery of historic design, as 
well as his eye for contemporary presentation 
and furnishings—a high-point to Riz zol i’s 
continuing coverage of the masters of the field.

Emily Evans Eerdmans is an acclaimed design 

expert, historian, and author. She teaches 
connoisseurship and design history at the New 
York School of Interior Design. Jacques Grange, 
who early in his career worked with both Henri 
Samuel and Madeleine Castaing, has been 
one of the foremost French designers for more 
than four decades.

Henri Samuel believed that a successful interior 
was one in which an observer never suspected 
that a decorator had been involved. This book 
takes the reader inside some of Samuel’s 
groundbreak ing and inspi r ing inter io r s, 
beginning with his first job assisting Stéphane 
Boudin of Jansen in the 1920s through postwar 
Paris society and into the go-go ’80s.



BLUESTOCKING
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Samuel created rarefied and beautiful environments for his jet-set clientele—Doris Duke, 
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, Susan and John Gutfreund, Valentino Garavani, and multiple 
Rothschilds and Vanderbilts. Such was his expertise that museums such as Versailles and the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art consulted him on the installation of period rooms.

Samuel was a master at reproducing intimate spaces in various historic styles in addition 
to mixing those styles in an erudite way: modernist paintings were installed over Empire 
consoles, Louis XIII furniture shared space with Oriental objects, neoclassical chairs were 
placed beside tables of brass and Plexiglass.

This book records Samuel’s life, his career, and the luxurious interiors he created for his clients 
and himself—rooms that look as fresh and alive today as they did when they were first 
arranged. It is a necessary addition to any interior designers library. n

BLUESTOCKING
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RIZZOLI
 RIZZOLIUSA.COM

CL
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With a slightly tapered, linear framework, the Omura Bar Cart offers smart 
contemporary detail. Its fluid structure captures and engages with space, fostering 
a dynamic interplay between object and environment.  New from Holly Hunt 
Outdoor. Holly Hunt  hollyhunt.com

http://hollyhunt.com
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An American carved limestone capital from a Chicago, IL building with a central 
motif of dolphins flanking an urn, circa 1920. Two available. Architectural Artifacts  
architecturalartifacts.com

http://architecturalartifacts.com
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Tijuca Nightstand, Atantica. In ebony straw marquetry, patinated brass trim and custom cast 
pulls. Anigre veneer chevron top and shelf brings graceful movement to this sophisticated piece.
Alexander Lamont  atlantica.com

http://www.atlantica.com
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'Nomad' collection, the Esra is a finely woven, lightweight throw 
featuring a soft two-tone knit. The vibrant colours of this piece 
are achieved by using Swiss dyes on the cashmere fibre itself. 
This process results in a far richer finish than the more common 
method of dying only the finished item.  ateliercourbet.com

24 CULTURED LIFESTYLE

http://ateliercourbet.com
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From May 22-26, the new Royal Corsage wallpaper by 
Grahan-Brown, will be on display in The Throne Room 
at The Royal Chelsea Flower Show—the world's most 
prestigious flower show in London. Also available at 
grahambrown.com/us/

25CULTURED LIFESTYLE

http://www.grahambrown.com/us
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MATERIAL OBSESSION

IT'S IN THE HOUSE
CONDE HOUSE
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MATERIAL OBSESSION

CONDE  HOUSE, A GLOBAL FURNITURE COMPANY THAT BLENDS TRADITIONAL 
Japanese craftsmanship with 21st-century advanced technology to deliver pieces 
with the highest quality, functionality, style and value. It will unveil two new tables, 
and new design choice options for its popular TEN, TOSAI and CHALLENGE 
collections of chairs.

Tosai Lounge Chair (opening page). This chair is designed to provide a synthesis of 
geometry and ultimate seating comfort. One of its unique features is the shape of 
the backrest which follows a precise circular arc for comfort and design. Previously 
available in wood only, Conde House is now offering the TOSAI Lounge Chair with 
an optional leather or upholstered back, enabling designers to customize the chair 
to suit any style of room.

Featuring a “light, airy, minimalistic 
and elegant” design, the TEN (the 
Japanese word for sky) Armchair blends 
traditional Japanese craftsmanship with 
21st-century advanced technology, 
such as finely woven upholstery with 
flexible polycarbonate materials. Conde 
House is now offering the TEN Armchair 
with a new beech veneer wooden 
back option. Additionally, designers 
can choose to customize the TEN 
Armchair by combining a wooden, resin 
or upholstered back with a wooden or 
upholstered seat. n
 

CL
CONDE HOUSE

28 CULTURED LIFESTYLE

https://www.condehouse.com/
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BARCA Lounge Chair. Designer, Jakob Joergensen.
 Japanese Oak Natural
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NOT YOUR GRANMA'S
KITCHEN ANYMORE

   TEXT: INTERIOR DESIGNER SARAH BLANK

http://sarahblankdesignstudio.com
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uring the years of my career, the most visually exquisite and well-functioning kitchens were the ones 
completed by a team of experts collaborating on behalf of the client. 

An interior designer or architect taking this responsibility without the expertise of a kitchen design 
specialist is often diving into an abyss. Frequently, aesthetic control is sought without giving adequate 
consideration to the integration of technological advances into the kitchen as a whole.

d
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n the other hand, a kitchen specialist who has no regard for the interior designer or architect’s aesthetic 
is shortsighted. Acknowledging and incorporating the thoughts of the architect and the interior designer 
ensures a solid understanding of the overall outcome. Respect for the overall design’s integrity allows us 
to achieve form and function throughout the home. 

Each year a collection of new kitchen  innovations is released through a lineup of industry shows an
events, all overflowing with cool, smart, kitchen technology. A perfect example of a kitchen specialist’s 
knowledge, is their ability to stay abreast of the latest appliance developments and separating fads 
from truly valuable advances.

o
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all it Guided Cooking. Built-in touch screens now allow small appliances more powerful than 
we could have ever imagined, and now that same technology has expanded to include large 
appliances e.g. refrigerators, ranges and ovens. Thanks to the integration of mobile apps and 
the ‘internet of things,’ you can expect to find large appliances that offer a long list of features, 
making every step of cooking, from grocery shopping to the actual food preparation, easier.

2018 is going to be a big year for kitchen technology.

My mantra is ‘classic design is timeless,’ but that does not exclude the newest technology. As 
mentioned earlier, it includes an architect, an interior designer with a clear point of view, in which 
the kitchen specialist can integrate both classical style and modern technology.

Collaboration. Architect Douglas Wright and interior designer Brian McCarthy asked that I join 
their team on a home Bronxville. This particular client was a family with three children. They also 
enjoyed sharing holidays with their extended relatives, therefore, we opened the kitchen to a 
butlers pantry and added an open breakfast room.

Doug’s understanding and commitment to maintain the home’s history, balanced with Brian’s 
material knowledge and my design acuity, all helped integrate working together and achieving a 
most desired outcome. The kitchen is now bright and functional—a huge transformation from the 
dark, cramped space before.

Another  project—we call Watch Hill—with Allison Caccoma, a California-based interior designer, 
on a classic light blue kitchen. With Allison’s keen eye for color and decorating, as well as
my understanding of the kitchen’s scale and functional components, the final outcome speaks 
for itself. 

Many homeowners do not realize that what they own and where it’s to be stored needs 
consideration from a project’s inception. Proportions and sizes of the millwork’s stiles and 
rails can  influence storage capabilities. We were able to inventory and document the client’s 
possessions from the beginning.

Mutual collaboration is essential to the design and implementation process. Call it ‘Teamwork.’ 
The most well appointed kitchens are the ones where we all collaborate and have the client’s best 
interests in mind. As a team we can make sure all questions are answered and needs are met. n

c

CL
INTERIOR DESIGNER SARAH BLANK
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INTERIOR DESIGN : TAYLOR & TAYLOR

TEXT: DESIGNSENS

PHOTOGRAPHY: TROY CAMPBELL

u r b a n  o a s i s

http://www.taylorntaylor.com
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The Asia condo building in Brickell Key is one of the most well-known, 
desirable waterfront ultra luxury buildings in South Florida. The property is 
located at 900 Brickell Key Drive in the trendy downtown Miami area. The 
Asia condo residences enjoy private elevators with 12’ ceilings in each unit. 
This exclusive private island location has shops, fine dining, an art-accented 
bay walk and the Mandarin Oriental Hotel.

On the 25th floor there is a complete ‘build out’ by Taylor & Taylor; they call 
it project “Asia House.”  With its natural hues and bold tribal artwork, this 
urban apartment is a zen palace.

The 2200 square foot home has 3 bedrooms and 3.5 baths, as well as a 
sleek open floor plan that enables a graceful flow for the rooms. “We have a 
good synergy,” says Phyllis Taylor, interior designer, of working side-by-side 
with her husband, Bill Taylor. “He sculpts the space based on my design 
sensibilities.” 

The skyline vista was one of the reasons the homeowners were attracted 
to the unit. “This isn’t a typical tropical fantasy focused on aqua water and 
blue skies; it’s an urban center,” says Phyllis. “And while we still have this 
unique Florida sunshine, it’s the first time I’ve really experimented with 
such saturated colors.” The interior designer worked with artist Austin Kerr, 
whose paintings can be found in the couple’s collection, to develop a palette 
based on the “sea-glass, abalone and purple hues you find on the inside of 
a shell.” There are darker shades too, like a brick-colored paint chosen for 
the living area and a toffee-colored leather wallcovering in the office.
 
As earthen tones ground the strong interior statement pieces, they also 
establish a backdrop for the homeowners’ collection of ethnic artifacts 
acquired on their worldly travels and at local galleries. “The wife 
is spellbound by masks and faces, so we built upon that,” says Phyllis. 
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“Stylistically, everything is always about the clients’ point 
of view.” To that end, the private elevator opens into 
a foyer resplendent with key pieces from the couple’s 
collection: mounted Puna and Dan masks, a Kongo shield 
and a monumental Toma mask. The homeowners also 
wanted to showcase their framed collection of carved 
tribesmen—the first pieces they bought for their new 
home. The interior designer displayed them in the foyer 
hallway that leads into the living area to greet guests. 

The main living area is comprised of a comfortable sitting 
arrangement designed with a circular flow, as well as 
a dining area where Phyllis placed steel and lacquered 
wood étagères showcasing the couple’s bronze Benin 
leopards from Nigeria. “I like to source things with my 
clients,” the interior designer adds, noting trips to Holly 
Hunt, Liaigre and Jalan Jalan. “Many times, they’ll light up 
over something that makes me open up my ideas.” To that 
end, there are elements of Italian and Scandinavian design 
mixed with Moroccan influences and custom pieces, like 
the handmade Indonesian ceiling panels crafted from 
resin-dipped bamboo that float over the room like clouds. 
There are playful aspects too, most notably in the eat-
in kitchen where a Michael Weems chandelier, found 
locally at Kakar House of Design and made from vintage 
Cadillac hoods, hangs above figural Human Friendship 
chairs from Jalan Jalan that delighted the interior designer. 

“I’m so pleased with that vignette,” she adds. “The chairs 
are having a conversation—the space never feels empty.” 
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The master bathroom has walls clad in marble and a custom 
vanity by Peace Millworks. The soaking tub, sinks and hardware 
are all from Waterworks. A black metallic sconce and a modern 
mirror complete this glamourous room.

The Zen inspired master bedroom is all about soft tones and 
shades that induce a sense of relaxation. Phyllis says, “the 
proportions were tricky, the ceilings are very high, yet they 
wanted the bedroom to be intimate.” The homeowners didn’t 
want artwork over the bed, so after the Taylors gave it much 
thought, they designed a fabric panel with horizontal bands 
that makes the space comfortable despite the room’s tall ceiling. 
Both the Taylors and the clients said this was truly a labor of 
love. The clients refer to their urban oasis as peaceful and calm; 
it’s their cocoon. n

CL
INTERIOR DESIGN: TAYLOR & TAYLOR

PHOTOGRAPHY: GROSS AND DALEY  

http://gissler.com
http://www.taylorntaylor.com
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a man of all seasons
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a man of all seasons
INTERIOR DESIGN: GLENN GISSLER

TEXT: PROJECT SENIOR DESIGNER, CRAIG STRULOVITZ 

PHOTOGRAPHER: GROSS AND DALEY  GROSSANDDALEY.COM

http://Glenn Gissler
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not all professional interior designers have a signature 'look,'
a Brand to call their own. Some have cleared the hurdle—Glenn Gissler being one—a designer 
who brings his own perspective to the profession.

Layer architecture, 20th-century art, literature, fashion, historic preservation, architectural 
history and immediately you see Gissler’s expertise is not just  interior design.

His interests and knowledge manifest the diversity of the work— exquisitely crafted and 
integrated into the architecture of the space.

Recently celebrating a 30th anniversary, Gissler has authenticated that he is a designer bringing 
a culminated perspective to the profession. The work is diverse.

What makes his work so special, is his ability to marry architectural concept with curator 
sensibility—a reverence for fabric, mixed with natural lighting—ultimately Gissler and client 
create environments built and nuanced around personalities and needs.
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This project from a Colorado couple with a fantasy of the Ottoman Empire, richly 
figured carpets and ornaments for their two bedroom apartment in a 1920’s 
Greenwich Village building. 

Gissler and Senior Designer Craig Strulovitz decided to articulate the room 
separations using casings, moldings, and portieres to create a greater sense of 
sequence to the rooms. To further emphasize room separations, the color palette 
colorations were changed from one room to the other, with a vivid lacquered
cinnabar as the color in the entry. Judiciously placed mirrors expanded and
lightened the spaces.
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Very interested in vintage textiles, the clients wanted to create a warm and rich 
oasis for the time they spent in NYC. Gissler introduced a layering of Persian rugs 
and embroidered or tapestry wall-hangings. A selection of patterned textiles, 
woven or embroidered rather than printed, and often antique in appearance, are 
carefully juxtaposed. Many of the upholstery and pillow fabrics are actually new, 
but they have a luscious, aged look.

The result is not a recreated Turkish interior, but a place where imagined and 
actual travel meet the incomparable comfort of home, in this case, a second 
home in one of the most charming neighborhoods New York City has to offer. n
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NOTEBOOK: The entry was lacquered a in the Farrow and Ball color Loggia. Upon entering the 
apartment you are greeted by 18th Century English oak  chest of drawers placed in front of an 
oversized copper clad mirror, used to display and array of curated objects including a brutalist 
lamp and tramp art box. The room also includes a fantastic work by artist Giorgio Morandi

The dining room became a Library Area which can be used for occasional entertaining, centered 
upon the Empire round table the clients brought from Colorado. The vintage chairs are from an 
art deco ocean liner. Meant to be flexible, the table may be set up as a dining table, buffet, or bar. 
At right, a portiere in Kravet’s double-sided “Interweave” fabric marks the separation from the 
bedroom.

In the living room is an antique Tabriz area rug with stylized floral pattern in indigo and cream, 
is keynote of this richly patterned and textured room. The custom Belgian sofa is from Jonas. 
Interesting objects--two pairs of mounted oryx horns; a cross-legged Aesthetic Movement table-

-add detail and depth. Boudin armchairs upholstered by Jonas in Bellinger’s vibrant Paprika “Pasha” 
velvet flank the exquisite late 17th century English crewel embroidery with exotic floral motif, from 
Fuller’s Fine Art Auction. The antique Korean blanket chest made of elmwood with original iron 
hardware, serves as a shared table 

A Victorian Eastlake side table, in the sitting room, is juxtaposed with a pair of Dorothy Draper
walnut tables from Assemblage, Ltd. The long English roll arm sofa in charcoal linen is
from Restoration Hardware. The Patrick Naggar candle sconces for Pucci are modern, yet Thomas 
Edison-like, of  blown  glass, with  bare quartz  bulbs.  Photograph above the sofa  is by Hiroshi Sugimoto.

Paint and light fixtures were used to transform the white kitchen to a warm and inviting
gathering space. 

The master bedroom is nothing less than sumptuous and enveloped in a soft green palette. The 
walls are papered in a Fiori pattern by Rose Tarlow, woodwork is painted with Farrow and Ball 
‘Lichen’, the curtains and portiere as custom made from a Corragio fabric in the same pale teal. 
Above the upholstered headboard hangs a vintage textile, from the clients own collection, printed 
on velvet.

CL
INTERIOR DESIGN: GLENN GISSLER
PHOTOGRAPHY: GROSS AND DALEY  

http://gissler.com
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Beautiful 
Rug.
Beautiful 
Story.
Like thousands of girls in Afghanistan, six-year-
old Sharafat seemed destined to weave 
alongside her mother, never opening a book 
or stepping inside a classroom.   

Then in 2012, GoodWeave established a 
preschool in her village, known as the “Burgh 
of the Weavers.” Sharafat was one of the first 
enrolled. Two years later, she is a happy 
second grader with a fondness for poetry. 

Meanwhile, her mother Kamela has earned 
more income because she no longer has to
choose between spending time at the loom 
or caring for her girls. 

GoodWeave certifies rugs as child-labor-free.

GoodWeave certifies rugs as child-labor-free. 
Choose a rug that weaves a brighter future.

GoodWeave.org
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